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Objective 

This study evaluated quasi-static pediatric shoulder girdle complex responses through non-
invasive displacement measurements. These data will be used to evaluate the Large Omni-directional 
Child (LODC) anthropomorphic test device (ATD) shoulder design.   
  
Problem  

The shoulder girdle complex influences upper body movement during frontal impacts as it 
engages with the shoulder belt and influences the movement of the head and spine. Differences in 
shoulder girdle kinematics, due to differences in scapulae position and musculature, between children and 
adults have been documented (Dayanidhi et al., 2005; Struyf et al., 2011). However, current pediatric 
ATDs do not capture such differences. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration recently 
developed a novel ATD with flexible shoulder girdle structures that can capture the unique kinematics in 
pediatric populations (Stammen et al., 2016). This ATD, the 10-year-old LODC, has not been evaluated 
for biofidelity in the shoulder region due to the lack of biomechanical data available on pediatric shoulder 
responses. Therefore, these data must be obtained to evaluate, and, if necessary, improve the biofidelity of 
the LODC ATD to ensure it can accurately represent child occupant belt interactions in frontal crashes.    
  
Methodology 

Shoulder range of motion and anthropometric measurements were obtained from pediatric 
volunteers (n=25), ages 8-12 years old.  Test protocols were approved by the Ohio State University 
Institutional Review Board (protocol 2018H0137). A custom test fixture consisting of a captain’s chair 
from a sedan and adjustable cables, was used to apply loads to the shoulder complex (Figure 1). Elbow 
and torso motions were constrained with arm braces and a chest support, respectively. Loads were applied 
bilaterally in increments of 50 N up to 300 N at 90, 135 and 170 degrees of shoulder flexion by attaching 
cables to the arm braces. Camera targets placed on anatomical landmarks, were used to track shoulder 
displacement in the x-z plane from images captured prior to and following the load application. These 
methods were modified from previous adult studies by Davidsson, 2013 and Törnvall et al., 2010.  
  
Data to be included 

Absolute and relative changes between T1 and acromion positions collected from two-
dimensional tracking software by comparing pre- and post-load photos. Applied forces were used in 
conjunction with x-axis and z-axis displacement measures to determine shoulder complex stiffness. These 
data will be used for comparison with the LODC shoulder response in the same setup to assess biofidelity.  
  
Summary of results and current conclusions 

Preliminary data analysis showed that anterior acromion displacements were similar to previous 
studies in adult populations (Davidsson, 2013), at lower magnitudes. Z-axis displacements showed much 
greater variability in  
superior/inferior motion in the child volunteers when compared to the adult population. In the  
90-degree loading direction, the x-axis displacements were greater than the z-axis displacements, with 
maximum averages of 70.4 mm and 14.4 mm at the highest loads, respectively. Figure 2 demonstrates 
these findings by showing the relative displacements of the acromion for three subjects at 90 degrees. 



These data will be used to generate biofidelity targets to which the LODC will be compared to in matched 
pair testing.   
 
Figures   

 
Figure 1: Custom fixture set up with captain’s chair, chest support, and adjustable cables. Cables are 
routed through the fixture to achieve different angles of pull then attached to elbow braces to load the 

shoulder. Arrows depict angle of pull that is applied to braces.   

  



Figure 2: Acromion displacements for a 90-degree pull for three volunteers. Individual subjects’ 
displacement plotted, with average displacements displayed with bolded lines.   

  
  


